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SOME RECENT WORK ON PARACOMPACTNESS 

SHASHI PRABHA ARYA 

New Delhi 

In the present survey, we propose to report on some work on paracompactness 
which is either unpublished or has been published only recently. We classify the work 
to be presented into three classes relating to (i) paracompactness (ii) countable 
paracompactness (hi) m-paracompactness (m being any infinite cardinal number). 
Besides our own work, the work of the following authors will be considered: James 
R. Boone, John Greever, Chien Wenjen, E. E. Grace, D. R. Traylor, H. Tamano, 
W. B. Sconyers, S. Swaminathan, J. E. Vaughan, Y. Katuta, B. H. McCandless, 
C. E. Aull, Phillip Zenor and John Mack. 

1. Paracompactness 

1. Sequential spaces which were introduced by S. P. Franklin [13]1) are proving 
rather useful and are having their impact on various fields of general topology. 
Recently, James R. Boone [7] a student of H. Tamano, has obtained characteri
zations of paracompactness in sequential spaces and also in /c-spaces. For this purpose 
he introduces four weaker forms of paracompactness. To understand these the 
following basic definitions are needed. 

Definition. A family 3F is said to be compact-finite (resp. cs-finite) if every 
compact set (resp. every closure of a convergent sequence) intersects finitely many 
members of 3F. 

Definition. A family 3F is said to be strongly compact-finite (resp. strongly 
cs-finite) if the family of closures of members of 2F is compact-finite (resp.cs-finite). 

The four weaker forms of paracompactness mentioned earlier, can now be defined 
as follows: 

Definition. A space X is said to be mesocompact (resp. strongly mesocompact, 
sequentially mesocompact, strongly sequentially mesocompact) if every open 

*) Editor's note: See also G. Birkhoff, On the combination of topologies, Fund. Math. 26 
(1936), 156-166. 
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covering of X has a compact-finite (resp. strongly compact-finite, cs-finite, strongly 
cs-finite) open refinement. 

The following are the obvious implications between these various forms of 
paracompactness: 

paracompact => strongly mesocompact => mesocompact 

strongly sequentially mesocompact => sequentially mesocompact 

pointwise paracompact 

Boone's main results can now be summarized as below: 

(1) In a normal space, 

mesocompact (resp. sequentially mesocompact) o strongly mesocompact 

(resp. strongly sequentially mesocompact). 

(2) In a locally compact space, 

paracompact o mesocompact 

(3) In a first axiom space, 

paracompact <=> sequentially mesocompact 

(4) In a k-space, 

paracompact o strongly mesocompact 

(5) In a sequential space, 

paracompact o strongly sequentially mesocompact. 

For k'-spaces [1] and Frechet spaces [2] of Arhangel'skii, the following results 
are obtained: 

(1) In a regular k'-space, 

paracompact o mesocompact. 

(2) In a regular Frechet space, 

paracompact o sequentially mesocompact. 

It should be noted that Boone has not given examples to show that all the four 
forms of paracompactness introduced are distinct. However, he gives an example 
of a normal mesocompact (and hence a strongly mesocompact) space which is not 
paracompact and that of a regular developable pointwise paracompact space which 
is not sequentially mesocompact. 
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Boone has also obtained a sufficient condition for a space to be paracompact 
by using the concepts of Jf-collection and KV-weak topology which are defined as 
follows: 

Definition. A collection X — \Ka : a e J} of subsets of a space X is called 
a X-collection if C/f is a covering of the space X and if for each closed subset F ofX, 
F r\Kae JT for each a. 

Definition. A space X is said to have W-weak topology with respect to a family 
JT if a set G is open iff G n H is open in H for each H e CtC. 

The result that Boone has proved is the following: 

If a regular Tt space X has the W-weak topology with respect to a X -collection 
X and if every open covering of X has a X-finite closed refinement, then X is 
paracompact. 

We have been able to improve the above result of Boone in two ways as below: 

(1) If a space X has the W-weak topology with respect to a X-collection and if every 
open covering of X has a X-finite closed refinement, then X is paracompact. 

(2) If a space X has the W-weak topology with respect to a ^-collection and if every 
directed open covering ofX has a jf-finite closed refinement, then X is paracompact. 

In [8], Boone has obtained two more characterizations of paracompactness 
in Frechet and sequential spaces with the help of a new concept — the concept 
of property (w) which he defines as follows: 

Definition. A Hausdorff space X is said to have the property (w) provided: 
for each discrete collection {Fa : a e A} of closed sets in X, there exists a cs-finite 
collection [Ga : a e A} of open sets such that Fa a Ga,for each a e A and Ga n Fp = 

Spaces with the property (w) are a simultaneous generalization of sequentially 
mesocompact and collectionwise normal spaces. 

Following are the two results proved by Boone: 

(a) A Frechet space is paracompact iff it is a regular pointwise paracompact 
space with property (w). 

(b) A sequential space is paracompact iff it is a normal pointwise paracompact 
space with property (w). 

2. Mani Gagrat, a student of S. P. Franklin, has obtained some sufficient 
conditions for a space to be paracompact, using the notions of natural covers and 
.T-spaces. The notion of natural covers is due to R. Brown [10]. 
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Definition. By a natural cover we mean a function S which assigns to each 
space X a covering Sx satisfying the following: 

(i) If Ae Sx and A is homeomorphic to a subspace B of a space Y, then B e SY, 
and 

(ii) If f : X -> Y is a continuous function and A e Sx, then there is a B e SY 

such that f(A) c B. 

For any natural cover S and any space (X, ST), 

%x(^) = {A cz. X : A n U is open in U for each U e Sx} . 

If SX(2T) = ST, then X is said to be a S-space. 

Gagrat introduces the notions of T-compact and strongly ^-compact spaces. 

Definition. For any natural cover I and any space (X, ST) a family $F of subsets 
of X is said to be S-finite if every member of Sx intersects at most finitely many 
members of 3F. !F is said to be strongly S-finite if the family of closures of members 
of 2F is S-finite. 

Definition. A space X is said to be S-compact(resp. strongly S-compact) if every 
open covering of X has a S-finite (resp. strongly S-finite) open refinement. 

With these definitions, she obtains the following results: 

(1) A regular (resp. normal) S-space X is paracompact if every open covering 
of X has a S-finite closed (resp. open) refinement. 

(2) If every S eSx is compact, then paracompactness implies S-compactness in any 
regular space X. 

An example has been constructed to show that paracompactness in a T-space 
need not imply Z-compactness. 

3. J. Greever [18] calls a space hypo-Lindelof if every open covering has 
a star countable open refinement and proves the following result: 

A hypo-Lindelof space is paracompact if and only if it is countably para
compact. 

In [19], J. Greever proves that the above result remains true if "hypo-Lindelof" 
be replaced by "screenable" where by a screenable space is meant a space every 
open covering of which has a cx-pairwise disjoint open refinement. 

4. As is well-known, a compact space is characterized by any of the following 
equivalent properties: 

(l) Every net has a cluster point. 
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(2) Every open covering of the space of cardinality = K 0 (the cardinality of the 
set of positive integers) has a subcovering of cardinality <K0 . 

There arises a question as to how do these properties of compact spaces re-appear 
in paracompact spaces. 

C. Wenjen [39] obtains analogues of these two properties for paracompact 
spaces. 

Definition. Let {xd : d e D} be any net. The family of the cardinal numbers 
of all cofinal subsets of D contains a smallest number which is called the least 
cardinal number of the net {xd : d e D}. 

Wenjen then proves the following result: 

IfX is a uniform space with the family 1^ = {Vd : de D} of all neighbourhoods 
of the diagonal as a uniformity and m is the least cardinal number of the net 
{Vd : de D}, then the following are equivalent; 

(i) X is paracompact. 

(ii) Each net in X with the least cardinal number _ m has a cluster point. 

(iii) There is a subcover of cardinality < m of each open covering ofX of cardinality 

= m. 

It is well-known that the product of two paracompact spaces may fail to be 
paracompact. Wenjen has proved that the product of a paracompact space with 
a locally compact paracompact space is paracompact. 

5. E. E. Grace [16] introduces the notion of peripheral paracompactness. 

Definition. A space X is said to be peripherally paracompact in the strong 
sense (resp, in the weak sense) if, for each frontier set (i.e., each nowhere dense 
closed set) F in X and each open covering °U of X, there is an open refinement 
1^ of %, covering F, which is locally finite at each point of X (resp. at each point 
of\J{V: Ver}. 

With these definitions, Grace proves the following two results: 

(a) A regular space is peripherally paracompact in the strong sense if and 
only if it is peripherally paracompact in the weak sense. 

(b) A space is paracompact if and only if it is peripherally paracompact 
in the strong sense. 

6. D. R. Traylor [37] defines paracompactness in a discrete peripheral sense 
as below. 

Definition. A space X is said to be paracompact in a discrete peripheral sense 
if for every open covering ^li ofX, there exists an open refinement 'V of' °ll such that 
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if $F be any discrete family of closed sets refining *¥*, then the boundary of 
\J{F : F e 3F} is paracompact with respect to the space X. 

The following result has been proved by Traylor: 

Every regular semi-metric space which is paracompact in a discrete peripheral 

sense is paracompact. 

7. H. Tamano [36] obtains a characterization of paracompactness in completely 
regular 7\ spaces. For this he makes use of the following definitions: 

Definition. A family of non-empty sets {Ua : a e A} with a well-ordered index 
set A is called a chain. A chain {Ua : a e A} is said to be a complete chain, with 
respect to a property 3?,iff){Ua : a < (}} has the property 0> for each /? e A whenever 
each Ua has the property SP. 

A descending chain of closed sets is always complete. 

Tamano has proved the following result: 

A completely regular Tt space X is paracompact iff the following condition 
is satisfied: For every descending chain {Fa : ae A} of closed sets with empty 
intersection and for each complete chain {Ua :aeA} of open sets with Ua z> Fa 

(not necessarily having empty intersection) there is a descending complete chain 
{Va : a e A} of open sets such that Fa <= Va c Va a Ua for each ae A and f){Va : 
:aeA} = 0. 

8. W. B. Sconyers has introduced the concept of hereditarily closure-preserving 
collections as follows: 

Definition. A family {Fx : X e A} of subsets of a space is said to be hereditarily 
closure-preserving if {Fx : X e A) is closure-preserving, whenever Fx c= Fx for 
each Xe A. 

Sconyers has obtained the following characterization of paracompactness 
in regular spaces: 

A regular space is paracompact iff every well-ordered open covering of X 
has a hereditarily closure-preserving closed refinement. 

9. In another paper [35], Tamano introduces the concept of linearly cushioned 
refinements and again obtains a characterization of paracompactness for completely 
regular Tt spaces. 

Definition. A family "V = {Vx : X e A} is said to be linearly cushioned in 
another family tft = {Ua : a e A} if there exists a well-ordering of A and a mapping 
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$ : A -> A such that [{J{VX : X e A'}] c [){Ua > <* e $(A')} for each bounded 
subset A' of A. 

10. Tamano then proves the following result: 

A completely regular Tx space is paracompact iff every open covering has 
a linearly cushioned open refinement. 

Tamano [34] has also introduced the notion of linearly locally finite families. 

Definition. Let % be a family of subsets of a space X and let S be a linear 
order on °U. A subfamily °U' of ^ is said to be majorized if there exists a member U 
of' tfl such that U' S U for every U' in %'. A family % is said to be linearly locally 
finite with respect to ^ if every majorized subfamily of % is locally finite. 

Tamano has proved in his paper that a completely regular space is paracompact 
iff every open covering has a linearly locally finite open refinement. This result was 
improved by S. Swaminathan who, in an unpublished paper, introduced the concept 
of linearly closure-preserving collections as follows: 

Definition. A family °U with a linear order ^ on it is said to be linearly closure-
preserving if every majorized subcollection of it is closure-preserving. 

Swaminathan proved the following result: 

For a regular space X, the following are equivalent: 

(a) X is paracompact. 

(b) Every open covering of X has a linearly locally finite open refinement. 

(c) Every open covering ofX has a linearly closure-preserving open refinement. 

11. J. E. Vaughan [38] uses a different definition of linearly cushioned collections. 
If in Tamano's definition "well-ordering" is replaced by "linear ordering" and "boun
ded" by "majorized", then we get Vaughan's definition of a linearly cushioned col
lection. With this definition, Vaughan obtains the following result: 

A regular space X is paracompact iff every open covering of X has a linearly 
cushioned open refinement 

12. As a generalization of the concept of linearly locally finite families, Y. Katuta 
[21] has introduced the notion of order locally finite families as below: 

Definition. A family {Ux : X e A} of subsets of a space X is said to be order 
locally finite if there is a linear ordering < of the index set A such that for each 
X E A, {Uu : u < X} is locally finite at each point of Ux. 
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Katuta has proved the following results: 

(1) A regular space is paracompact if and only if every open covering of X has 
an order locally finite open refinement. 

(2) If a regular space X has two coverings {Vx : X e A} and {Ux : X e A} such that 
{Ux : X e A} is order locally finite, Vx is compact, Ux is open and Vx cz Uxfor each 
X e A, then, for any paracompact regular space Y, X x Y is paracompact. 

In another paper [22], Katuta has obtained some sufficient conditions for 
a space to be paracompact. 

(1) If {Gx : Xe A} is an order locally finite open covering of a regular space X 
such that, for each X, Gx is paracompact, then X is paracompact. 

(2) If there is an order locally finite open covering {Gx :XeA} of a regular 
(resp. collectionwise normal Tt) space X such that for each X, the boundary of Gx 

is compact (resp. paracompact) and Gx is paracompact, then X is paracompact. 

(3) If there is a closed covering {Fx : X e A} and an order locally finite open 
covering {Gx : XeA} of X such that for each Xe A, Fx a Gx and Fx is paracom
pact, then X is paracompact. 

13. B. H. McCandless [25] has initiated a study of order paracompact spaces 
and has studied their relationship with paracompact spaces. 

Definition. A space X is said to be order paracompact if every open covering 
°li of X has an open refinement 'V which is linearly ordered and is such that for 
each Ve 'V, the family {V : V < V, V e 1^} is locally finite at each point of V. 

McCandless proves the following results: 

(1) A regular Tx space is order paracompact if and only if it is paracompact. 

(2) Every regular order paracompact space is collectionwise normal. 

(3) The product of an order paracompact space with a compact space is order 
paracompact. 

In view of a result of Katuta mentioned earlier, it follows easily that the result 
(l) of McCandless above, remains true without the assumption of the space being Tt. 
Also, then (2) is obvious, since every paracompact regular space is collectionwise 
normal. 

We have obtained in [32] some results on order paracompact spaces. We have 
shown that order paracompactness is inversely preserved under mappings which 
are closed, continuous with point inverses compact. Result (3) of McCandless 
mentioned above follows as a corollary to this result. 
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14. E. Michael [26] proved that a space which is the union of a locally finite 
family of closed, regular and paracompact sets is paracompact. K. Morita [28] 
proved this result with "regular" replaced by "normal". We have proved in our 
paper [33] that this result remains true without the assumption of regularity or of 
normality. This is done by using a characterization of paracompactness obtained 
recently by John Mack and mentioned here earlier. Thus, 

A space which is the union of a locally finite family of closed and paracompact 
sets is paracompact. 

In the same paper, we obtain a general theorem and show that in view of the 
result obtained above, this general theorem is applicable to paracompactness and 
thus obtain the following result: 

If if be an order locally finite open covering of a space X such that the closure 
of each member of if is paracompact, then X is paracompact. 

As has been mentioned earlier, the above result was proved by Katuta with 
the additional assumption that the space is regular. 

15. Motivated by the definition of order locally finite families of Katuta, we have 
introduced in [32] the concepts of order closure-preserving and order cushioned 
refinements. 

Definitions. Let % be a family of subsets of a space X well-ordered by <.°U is 
said to be order closure-preserving if for every U e f and every subfamily %' of 
{Uf :U' <U} we have 

C\V{\){U' nU :U'e # '}] = UfO^ (17' nU):U'e W} . 

Here Cl^ denotes the closure in the relative topology of U. °U is said to be order 
cushioned in another family if with a cushion map f :°U -> if if for every U e°tl 
and every subfamily °U' of {U': U' < U} we have, 

d p [{J{U' nU :U'e # '}] c \J{f(U') : U' e %'} . 

With these definitions, we have proved the following result: 

For a regular space X, the following are equivalent: 

(i) X is paracompact. 

(ii) Every open covering of X has an order locally finite (relative to a well-
order) open refinement. 

(iii) Every open covering ofX has an order closure-preserving open refinement. 

(iv) Every open covering of X has an order cushioned open refinement. 
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16. As defined by K. Kuratowski [23], a set is called regularly closed if it is 
the closure of its own interior or equivalently, if it is the closure of an open set. 
Z. Frolik [14] calls a space weakly regular if every non-empty open subset contains 
a non-empty regularly closed set. With these definitions, we, in our paper [30], 
obtain the following characterizations of paracompactness: 

(1) A space X which contains a non-empty, proper regularly closed subset of X 
is paracompact iff every proper regularly closed subset of X is paracompact. 

In the "if" part of the above result, the condition that X contains a non-empty 
proper regularly closed subset cannot be dropped even under the stronger hypothesis 
that every proper closed subset of X is paracompact. 

(2) A weakly regular space X is paracompact iff every proper regularly closed 
subset of X is paracompact. 

(3) A semi-regular space X is paracompact iff every proper regularly closed 
subset of X is paracompact. 

2. Countable Paracompactness 

1. In [3], C. E. Aull proved that a T2 space is metrizable iff it is countably 
paracompact and has a cr-locally finite base. He improves his result in [5] by replacing 
"countably paracompact" by "locally countably paracompact" which is a weaker 
form of countable paracompactness. 

Definition. A space X is said to be locally countably paracompact if each point 
of X has a countably paracompact neighbourhood. Here, a subset A of X is said 
to be countably paracompact if every countable open (in the original space X) 
covering of A has a locally finite (with respect to every point of X) open (in X) 
refinement 

Definition. A space is said to be an Et space if every point is the intersection 
of a countable number of closed neighbourhoods. 

Aull proves that every first axiom T2 space is an El space and that every locally 
countably paracompact Ex space is T3, thus proving that, 

A T2 space is metrizable iff it is locally countably paracompact and has 
a a-locally finite base. 

2. It is well-known that every normal space in which every closed set is a Gg 

is countably paracompact (in fact, hereditarily countably paracompact). J. Greever 
[17] shows that "normal" here cannot be replaced by "completely regular Tt". 
As for the converse, Robert Briggs [9] remarks that if Q be the first uncountable 
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segment of the ordinals and Q' be Q together with its end point, then Q x Q' is 
a countably paracompact T3 space which is not normal. J. N. Younglove in [6] 
raises the following problem: 

Problem (1). If X is a countably paracompact T2 space in which every closed 
set is a Gd, then is X normal? 

P. L. Zenor [40] proves that not every countably paracompact T2 space is 
hereditarily countably paracompact and raises the following question: 

Problem (2). If X is a countably paracompact T2 space in which every closed 
set is a Gd, then is X hereditarily countably paracompact? 

Since every closed continuous image of a paracompact T2 space is paracompact, 
it is natural to ask whether every closed continuous image of a countably paracompact 
T2 space is countably paracompact. Again Zenor proves that not every closed 
continuous image of a countably paracompact T2 space is countably paracompact 
and asks the following: 

Problem (3). Is every closed continuous image of a countably paracompact T2 

space with every closed set as a G3, countably paracompact? 

Zenor shows that all these three problems are equivalent. He introduces the 
notion of weak normality as follows: 

Definition. A space X is said to be weakly normal if for every decreasing 
sequence {Ht} of closed sets with empty intersection and for every closed set H 
such that H n Ht = 0, there is an integer n and an open set U containing Hn such 
that U n H = 0. 

The main result of Zenor can then be stated as below: 

Let X be a countably paracompact T2 space every closed subset of which 
is a Gd. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) X is normal. 

(2) X is weakly normal 

(3) X is hereditarily countably paracompact. 

(4) If f is a closed continuous mapping of X onto 7, then Y is countably para

compact. 

Zenor also shows that all above propositions are equivalent if X is a hereditarily 
countably paracompact T2 space with every closed set a Gd. 

3. C. E. Aull [4] calls a space D± if every closed set has a countable base for the 
open sets containing it. He proves that every regular Dt space is normal. Also, 
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since every first axiom HausdorfF space is E1 and every locally countably paracompact, 
Et space is T3, it follows that every locally countably paracompact, T2, Dt space 
is normal. Also, in every Tl9 Dx space, every closed set is a Gd. Thus, 

Every locally countably paracompact {and hence also every countably para
compact), T2, Dt space is normal every closed subset of which is a Gd. 

4. Concerning preservation of countable paracompactness under closed con
tinuous mappings, Zenor obtains the following two results: 

(1) Iff is a closed continuous mapping of a countably paracompact and weakly 
normal space X onto Y, then Y is countably paracompact and weakly normal. 

(2) Iff is a closed continuous mapping of a countably paracompact T2 space X 
onto a first axiom space F, then Y is countably paracompact. 

3. m-Paracompactness 

1. K. Morita [27] and A. Giovanni [15] independently introduced the concept 
of m-paracompact spaces and obtained several properties of the same. Most of the 
characterizations which they obtained of m-paracompact spaces were for normal 
spaces. By making use of directed covers John Mack [24], improved some of these 
results and obtained characterizations of m-paracompactness without requiring 
the space to be normal. He proved that each of the following properties is equivalent 
to m-paracompactness for any space X and any infinite cardinal m: 

(1) X is countably paracompact and every open covering of X of cardinality ^ m 
has a a-locally finite open refinement. 

(2) Every directed open covering of X of cardinality ^ m has a locally finite open 
refinement. 

(3) For every directed open covering % of X of cardinality ^ m , there exists 
a locally finite open covering *f~ such that (V: Ve i^} refines %. 

(4) Every well-ordered open covering of X of cardinality ^ m has a locally finite 
open refinement. 

(5) For every well-ordered open covering % of X of cardinality ^ m , there exists 
a o-locally finite open covering *V such that {V: Ve f] refines °ll. 

The following two results proved by Mack had been obtained earlier by Morita 
with the assumption that X is normal. 

(1) X is m-paracompact and countably compact iff it is m-compact. 

(2) A completely regular space X is m-paracompact and pseudo-compact iff 
it is m-compact. 
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Mack obtained the following results for subsets of m-paracompact spaces. 

(1) Every generalized co-zero subspace of an m-paracompact space is m-para
compact. 

(2) Every normal (or countably paracompact) generalized Fa subspace of an 
m-paracompact space is m-paracompact. 

2. W. B. Sconyers in his paper [29] obtains a characterization of m-paracom-
pactness by making use of the following definition of linearly hereditarily closure-
preserving families. 

Definition. A family {Fx : X e A} is said to be linearly hereditarily closure-
preserving if A can be well-ordered in such a way that for each XeA, the family 
(Fy : y < X} is hereditarily closure-preserving. 

The following result is then proved: 

A normal space X is m-paracompact iff for every well-ordered open covering 
{Ua :aeA} of cardinality ^ m , there is a linearly hereditarily closure-preserving 
open covering {Va : a e A} such that Va c Ua for each a e A. 

3. We now summarize some of our results obtained in [30, 31]. 

We have proved that a space is normal and m-paracompact if and only if every 
open covering of cardinality ^ m has a refinement of any of the following types: 

(i) cushioned; 

(ii) open, cushioned; 

(iii) open, a-cushioned; 

(iv) open, linearly cushioned; 

(v) open, order cushioned. 

For the weakly regular spaces of Frolik, the following characterization has 
been obtained. 

A weakly regular space X is m-paracompact iff every proper regularly closed 
subset of X is m-paracompact. 

A similar result for normal spaces can be stated as follows: 

A normal space X which contains a proper non-empty regularly closed set 
is m-paracompact iff every proper regularly closed subset of X is m-paracompact. 

C. H. Dowker [11] proved that every perfectly normal paracompact space 
is hereditarily paracompact. This result was improved by R. E. Hodel [20] by 
replacing "perfectly normal" by "totally normal" a concept due to Dowker [12]. 
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We have obtained a similar result for m-paracompact spaces. Thus, 

Every totally normal (and hence also every perfectly normal) m-paracompact 
space is hereditarily m-paracompact. 

Concerning separation properties in m-paracompact spaces, the following 
results have been proved. 

(1) If X is an m-paracompact T2 space such that each point of X has a neigh
bourhood basis of cardinality ^ m , then X is T3. 

(2) Every m-paracompact T2 space in which every closed set has a base of cardi
nality = mfor the open sets containing it is T4. 

Defining a locally m-paracompact space as a space in which every point has 
an m-paracompact neigbourhood, we have proved that every normal Tt locally 
m-paracompact space can be embedded in an m-paracompact space as an open 
subspace. 

We have obtained two characterizations of m-paracompact spaces among 
fc-spaces and sequential spaces. 

(1) A k-space X is normal and m-paracompact iff every open covering of X of 
cardinality = m has a compact-finite closed refinement. 

(2) A sequential space X is normal and m-paracompact iff every open covering 
ofX of cardinality ^ m has a cs-finite closed refinement. 

The following are two sufficient conditions for a space to be m-paracompact. 

(1) If a space X has the W-weak topology with respect to a 3C-collection J f and 
if every open covering of X of cardinality _ m has a ^-finite closed refinement, 
then X is m-paracompact. 

(2) If a normal space X has the W-weak topology with respect to a tf-collection 
and if every open covering of X of cardinality ^ m has a ^-finite open refinement^ 
then X is m-paracompact. 

Analogous to the four weaker forms of paracompactness introduced by Boone, 
one may introduce four weaker forms of m-paracompactness (m-mesocompact etc.) 
by putting cardinality restrictions on the covers. Many of Boone's results can be 
easily extended to these more general classes of spaces. It may be noted that for 
m = X0, four weaker forms of countable paracompactness will become characteri
zations of countable paracompactness in normal spaces. 

The author wishes to express her deep gratitude to Prof. M. K. Singal for his 
encouragement and advice, his valuable suggestions and many fruitful discussions 
during the preparation of the present survey. 
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